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SOFT DRINK
COKE                 $2.50
SODA                 $2.50
SPRITE                $2.50
FANTA                 $2.50
TONIC                 $2.50
COKE LIGHT                 $2.50

MINERAL WATER
MINERAL KULEN WATER (0.50L)              $2.00
MINERAL KULEN WATER (1.50L)              $3.50
PERRIER (0.33L)                $3.50
SAN PELLEGRINO (0.75L)              $5.00

FRUIT SHAKES
PINEAPPLE                 $3.50
WATER MELON                $3.50
COCONUT MILK                $3.50
GRANITA LEMON               $3.50
BANANA AND PASSION               $3.50

SMOOTHIES:
PASSION FRUIT                $3.50
MANGO                $3.50
PINEAPPLE                 $3.50

FRESH FRUIT JUICES
ORANGE                 $4.00
WATERMELON               $3.50
FRESH COCONUT               $3.50
PASSION SODA               $3.50
LEMON                $2.50
PASSION FRUIT               $3.50
CARROT                $3.50

COFFEES
ESPRESSO                $2.75
ESPRESSO DOUBLE               $3.50
AMERICANO/BLACK COFFEE             $2.75
CAPPUCCINO                $3.50
ICED COFFEE                $2.75
WHITE COFFEE                $2.75
CAFÉ LATÉ                $3.50
CAFÉ MACCHIATO               $2.75

HOT AND COLD TEAS       $2.50
JASMINE, JAPANESE GREEN TEA, 
DARJEELING, EARL GREY, PEPPERMINT, 
ENGLISH BREAKFAST

INFUSIONS         $3.00
PANDAN, GINGER, LEMONGRASS

DRINKS
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ACOHOLIC DRINKS
BEER

ANGKOR BEER BOTTLE              $4.75
ANGKOR BEER CAN               $3.00
CAMBODIAN BEER CAN               $3.00
TIGER BEER (Draught-glass 0.33L)             $3.00
HEINEKEN BEER CAN               $3.50

COCKTAILS:

ANGKOR SUNSET  
Fresh lime, rum, grenadine, soda water             $5.25

LONG ISLAND ICE TEA  
Fresh lime, rum, gin, vodka, coke              $5.25

MARGARITA  
Tequila, triple sec, fresh lime              $5.25

MOJITO  
Rum, fresh mint, fresh lime, soda water             $5.25

MAI TAI  
Rum, pineapple and orange juice              $5.25

DAIQUIRI  
Rum, triple sec, fresh lime               $5.25

PINA COLADA 
Pineapple juice, rum, triple sec, coconut milk            $5.25

WHISKY SOUR  
Whisky, fresh lime               $5.25

DRY MARTINA  
Martini dry, vodka, fresh lime              $5.25

WHITE LADY  
Cointreau, gin, fresh lime               $5.25

PASSION PARADISE  
Passion fruit, rum, vodka, Cointreau,fresh  
lime, grenadine                $5.25

KHMER COLLINS 
Infusion Gin with lemongrass & lime leaves, 
citrus                 $5.25

THE FLYING BEE 
Whisky, Cointreau, Passion fruit, honey             $5.25

MOCKTAILS: 

SILHOUETTE 
Dragon fruit, mango, passion sorbet             $4.00

SHIRLEY TEMPLE 
Lime juice, grenadine syrup, spirite             $4.00

APERITIFS:

MARTINI BIANCO, ROSSO, DRY             $4.25
PASTIS, CAMPARI, PORTO              $4.25

SPIRITS & LIQUEURS:

RED LABEL, VODKA, TEQUILA, RUM            $4.50
GORDON GIN, TANQUERAY GIN             $4.50
BLACK LABEL, JACK DANIEL’S,  
HENDRICK’S GIN                $5.25
CHIVAS REGAL               $6.00
MIXER                 $1.00

DIGESTIVES:

COINTREAU, BAILEY, KAHLUA             $4.25
LIMONCELLO                $4.50 
CALVADOS, GRAPPA,  
BENEDICTINE (DOM)               $5.25
COGNAC (HENNESSY)              $6.00 

LOCAL RICE SPIRIT

GALANGAL – TAMARIND              $4.00
GREEN TEA – ORANGE              $4.00
LEMON – LEMONGRASS              $4.00
COCONUT – PINEAPPLE              $4.00
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STARTERS

ចៃយ៉
SPRING ROLLS
Pork marinated with Khmer spices, dry 
shrimps and squids, glass noodles, 
mushrooms, peanuts wrapped in rice 
paper 
$5.5

សាៃ់គោអាងំរុបំន្លែ
BEEF FINGER ROLLS
Beef slices wrapped in seasonal 
vegetables, marinated with Khmer 
pounded spices and served with 
tamarind sauce
$7.75

្ំប័ុងគៃៀ្ខ្ទឹម
TOMATOES & BASIL 
BRUSCHETTA 
oasted bread, tomatoes, garlic, basil, 
salt and pepper
$5.25

ដំឡូងបារាងំគៃៀ្
FRENCH FRIES
$4.00

នែម
FRESH ROLLS
Fresh vegetables with pork, glass 
noodles wrapped in rice paper 
$5.5

មា្់ខ្ចប់សលែទឹកគ�ើយ
PANDAN CHICKEN
Marinated chicken wrapped in pandan 
leaves 
$6.75
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ញាតំ�យ៉ូងគៃក
BANANA BLOSSOM SALAD
Sliced chicken mixed with banana 
blossom, carrot, onion, tomatoes, 
shallot, peanut and local herbs
$6.25

ញាមំើសួគតរឿងសមុត្រ
SEAFOOD & NOODLES SALAD
Glass noodles with shrimps, squids, 
tomatoes, onions, shallots and local 
herbs
$7.50

ញាលំ្ុង
GREEN PAPAYA SALAD
Grated green papaya with pork, peanuts 
and local herbs
$6.25

ញាសំាវា យ
GREEN MANGO SALAD
Grated green mango with carrots, 
onions, green beans, shallots, pork with 
dry fish
$6.25

ញាតំករូៃថលែុង
FRESH POMELO SALAD
Fresh pomelo mixed with pork, onions, 
shallots, roasted coconut and local 
herbs
$7.25

ញាមំានា ស់
PINEAPPLE & SHRIMPS SALAD
Pineapple mixed with seafood, onions, 
shallots, local herbs
$7.5

SALADS
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សមលែរម្ូរយួ្
YOUNG LOTUS STEMS SOUR 
SOUP
Lotus stems, freshwater fish, tamarind, 
tomatoes, pineapple, galangal, 
lemongrass, kaffir lime leaves, rice 
paddy herbs, fried chopped garlic
$6.50

SOUPS
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សមលែរម្ូរគតរឿងត�កួ្
KHMER SOUR SOUP
Choices of beef or fish cooked with 
Khmer pounded spices mixed in 
coconut milk, morning glory, pea 
eggplant and rice paddy herb on the top
$6.25

ស៊ុបត�យ៉ូងគៃក
BANANA FLOWER SOUP
Sliced banana flower with chicken, 
galangal, kaffir lime leaves and local 
herb, in lightly sour taste 
$6.25

ស៊ុបសាៃ់មា្់
CHICKEN LEMON SOUP
Chicken, kaffir lime leaves and local 
herb, in sour taste
$6.50

ស៊ុបគៅហូ៊
TOFU SOUP
Marinated mince pork cooked with tofu, 
glass noodles, mushroom, black pepper 
and spring onions
$6.50

សមលែកកូរ
TRANDITIONAL KHMER KORKO 
SOUP
Fish and pork cooked in coconut milk 
with Khmer pounded spices, toasted 
rice powder, fish sauce, fish paste and 
seasonal green vegetables
$6.75

ស៊ុបបន្លែ
VEGETABLES SOUP
Carrots, potatoes, cabbage, with white 
gourds
$6.00

ស៊ុបគ ព្ៅ
PUMPKIN SOUP
Blended pumpkin with fresh milk, 
topped with sesame seeds
$6.25

�ំុយាសុ៊ំប
TOM YAM SOUP
Seafood, tomatoes, mushrooms, 
lemongrass cooked with Tom Yam 
paste and coconut milk 
$7.50

ស៊ុបគប៉ងគប៉ាះ
TOMATO SOUP
Chicken cooked with tomatoes, 
coconut milk and topped with local 
herb, in sweet and sour taste
$6.50



MAIN DISHES
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គប៉ងគប៉ាះគៃៀ្សាៃ់ត្រូកៃិញ្រ្្ច ំ
STUFFED TOMATOES 
Steamed tomatoes with marinated 
minced pork, topped with spring onions
$7.50

ឆាត�ប់សាៃ់ត្រូក
EGGPLANTS SAUTÉ WITH 
PORK 
Fried eggplants with minced pork, 
soybeans, and topped with local herbs 
$7.25

ឆ្ទឹង្ំ្ើត្រូកអាងំ
GRILLED PORK RIBS  
Pork ribs with Khmer spices and serve 
with tamarind sauce
$9.75

ឡាប
LAAB 
Choice of minced beef, pork, chicken 
or fish cooked with onions, shallots, 
galangal, kaffir lime leaves, lemongrass, 
peanut and mint
$8.00

មា្់ឆាគ ត្ៅ
SPICY CHICKEN 
Fried chicken with grind Khmer spices, 
slices of galangal, kaffir lime leaves, 
chilli and holy basil 
$7.75

សាៃ់មា្់អាងំ
GRILLED CHICKEN SKEWERS 
Chicken marinated with satay spices, 
grilled with tomatoes and pineapple
$8.25

សាៃ់ត្រូកៃិញ្រ្្ច រំុសំលែទឹកកាភលែូ
MINCED PORK GRILLED IN 
KAPLOU LEAVES
Marinated pork with onions and 
wrapped in kaplou leaves 
$8.00

សាៃ់ត្រូកអាងំ
GRILLED PORK SKEWERS
Pork marinated with lemongrass, 
turmeric, galangal grilled with tomatoes 
and cucumber 
$8.25

ឆា្ូរនែមសាៃ់ត្រូក
SWEET AND SOUR PORK 
Fried pork with sweet and sour sauce, 
onion, pineapple, tomatoes, cucumber
$7.75
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ការ ើសាៃ់ត្រូក
PORK CURRY 
Pork, eggplants, green beans, carrots, 
potatoes cooked in coconut milk& curry 
spices
$8.25
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មា្់គៃៀ្
ROAST CHICKEN KHMER STYLE
Chicken roasted with ginger, onions, 
served with morning glory and local 
herbs 
$8.25
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អាម៉ុកត�ើ
AMOK FISH 
River fish cooked with Amok spices, 
Ngor leaves and coconut milk 
$8.25

សាៃ់គោត្្ួៃ
BEEF LOIN ROLLS 
Beef slices marinated with Khmer 
pounded spices and rolls with lard 
served with tamarind sauce and green 
papaya salad
$12.00

ត�ើឆាខ្ើ
FISH GINGER 
Fried fish with fresh ginger, spring 
onions and topped with roasted ginger
$7.75

ត�ើតកហមៃំហុយតករូៃឆាមា
STEAMED RED SNAPPER  
Red snapper fish, steamed in lemon 
sauce and local herb
$8.50

ត�ើអាងំ
GRILLED FISH SKEWERS 
Fish marinated with soy sauce, grilled 
with tomatoes and pineapple served 
with tamarind sauce
$8.25

សាៃ់គោអាងំ
KHMER BEEF STEAK
Grilled beef fillet with 3 sauces, 
tamarind, chili, pepper&lime served with 
steam rice or french fries and green 
pepper on top
$12.00

មា្់ឆាគតរឿង
CHICKEN LEMON GRASS
Stir-fried chicken, with grind Khmer 
spices, capsicums, onions, green beans, 
peanuts, basil and coconut milk 
$7.75

ឡុកឡាក់សាៃ់គោ
BEEF LOK LAK 
Stir-fried beef fillet, served with onions, 
tomatoes, cucumber, with your choice 
of steam rice or french fries and top up 
with fried egg
$12.00

មើឆា
FRIED NOODLES 
Fried Yellow Noodles with the choice of 
beef, seafood, chicken or pork, served 
with fresh vegetables and fried egg on 
top
$7.00
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ឆាការ ើបង្គា រ
FRIED CURRY WITH SHRIMPS 
Shrimps fried in coconut milk, cooked 
with curry spices, onions, lemongrass, 
kaffir lime leaves, topped with local 
herbs 
$8.75

ឆាមើសួ
FRIED GLASS NOODLES 
Fried glass noodles with minced pork, 
black mushroom, dry squids and 
shrimps served with fresh vegetables
$7.00

ឆាការ ើគខៀវគតរឿងសមុត្រ
GREEN CURRY WITH SEAFOOD 
Seafood, fish, eggplants, pea eggplants, 
Ngor leaves, kaffir lime leaves cooked 
with coconut milk, Amok spices and 
Khmer pounded spices 
$9.00

បាយឆា
FRIED RICE 
Choice of seafood or beef, chicken, 
pork fried with steam rice, served with 
fresh vegetables and fired egg on top
$7.00

បាយឆាកាពិ
FRIED RICE KAPIK  
Fried rice with shrimps paste served 
with roasted chicken, fried egg, onion, 
cucumber, tomatoes, green mango, and 
topped with shallot and roasted chili
$8.25

ឆាអាសាពៅ រ៉ាហគាសិគតរឿងសមុត្រ
STIR-FRIED ASPARAGUS WITH 
SEAFOOD
$8.25

ឆាខា�់ណាគតរឿងសមុត្រ
KALE SAUTÉ  WITH SEAFOOD 
Stir-fried kale with fresh seafood 
$8.25

មទឹកឆាគ ត្ៅ
SPICY SQUIDS 
Fried squids with lemongrass, galangal, 
topped with local herbs 
$8.25

យ៉ាហ្គតរឿងសមុត្រ
SHRIMPS & SQUIDS YAHORN 
Fried seafood with Yahorn spices, 
onions, tomatoes, coconut milk, topped 
with local herbs
$8.75
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តបហុកខ្ិះ
PRAHOK KTIS 
Minced pork, red pepper, pea eggplants, 
kaffir lime leaves, lemon cooked with 
coconut milk and fish paste served 
with cucumber, green beans, eggplants, 
carrot, cabbage and sesbania javanica
$7.75
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អាម៉ុកបន្លែ
VEGETABLES AMOK  
Mixed fresh vegetables and tofu, 
cooked in coconut milk and Amok 
spices
$7.50
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ឆាគដើមខា�់ណាគតបងខ្យង
KALE SAUTE 
$6.00

ឆាត�ប់គៅហូ៊
EGGPLANTS SAUTÉ WITH 
TOFU  
Fried eggplant and soft Tofu
$6.50

ការ ើបន្លែ
VEGETABLES CURRY 
Mixed fresh vegetables and tofu, 
cooked in coconut milk and curry spices 
$7.50

បាយសចា្�ូៃ
STEAM RICE ( SMALL BOWL FOR 1) 
$1.00

ឆា្ូរនែមគៅហូ៊
SWEET AND SOUR TOFU 
Deep-fried tofu cooked with sweet 
and sour sauce, onions, pineapple, 
cucumbers and tomatoes 
$7.25

បាយសចា្ធំ
STEAM RICE (LARGE BOWL FOR 2)
$2.00

្ំប័ុង
BREAD   
$1.00

ឆាបន្លែតរប់មុខ
MIXED VEGETABLES SAUTÉ 
Fresh seasonal vegetables 
$6.25

ឆាត�កួ្ គតបងខ្យង
MORNING GLORY SAUTÉ 
$5.50
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សូកូឡាហវាង់ដង់
CHOCOLATE FONDANT
Chocolate fondant with vanilla ice 
cream
$5.50

DESSERTS

បាយដំគែើ បសាវា យ
MANGO STICKY RICE
$4.75
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គេ្គខក
CREPES
Choice of Banana or Chocolate & 
Mango
$4.75

បាក់បិុ្
BAK BEN
Baked tapioca roots
$4.25

បាណាណាសពលែិ�
BANANA SPLIT
Banana .vanilla. and chocolate ice 
cream.whipped cream & chocolate 
sauce
$4.75

គលមិ្តា�
LEMON TART
$4.75

គ ព្ៅ សង់ខយា
PUMPKIN CUSTARD 
$4.50

គៃកខ្ិះ
BANANA IN COCONUT MILK
$4.50

នេលែគេើតសស់
FRESH FRUITS 
$4.50

គៃកគៃៀ្ដុ�ជាមួយតសា
BANANAS FLAMED IN RUM
With coconut ice cream
$5.50

កាគរម៉
ICE CREAM AND SHERBETS
Please ask today’s flavours
$2.25/scoop
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#99 Wat Bo Street, Krong Siem Reap
viroth-restaurant.com


